ABSTRACT A simple field prediction model based on a combination of a two-parameter propagation formula and a multi-wall model is proposed for fast and yet accurate indoor and indoor-to-outdoor field prediction. The model's approach is based on: 1) simplicity; 2) physical soundness; and 3) adaptability to the available environment-database format. The model is validated versus both ray tracing and measurements in different environments and it is shown to perform very well in all cases. Moreover, the model is very fast and can exploit the accuracy plus of deterministic prediction based on the 3-D indoor building map whenever it is available.
I. INTRODUCTION
Urban mobile radio propagation models are traditionally subdivided into two distinct classes: outdoor models and indoor models. In the first case a large-scale approach is chosen where only the external shape and materials of buildings are considered relevant to the propagation process, which can take place over a relatively vast area, whereas in the second case the internal building structure and characteristics are taken into account but the model's prediction domain is usually limited to one building. Each of the two cases have specific, reference environment representation formats: clutter maps or ESRI shapefile building databases [1] are common for outdoor models, while 3D digital building maps (e.g. the Autocad DXF format [2] ) are used for indoor studies. Physics does not acknowledge boundaries between such scenarios and most real-life applications would require dealing somehow with both of them. Unfortunately, combining a large scale approach with the level of detail required to properly model indoor propagation is difficult due to both the mixeddatabase handling problems and the high computational demand.
Some propagation studies have tried to bridge the gap addressing outdoor-to-indoor propagation [3] - [7] , or indoor radio coverage from both indoor and outdoor transmitters using a holistic approach [8] .
Only a few studies have addressed indoor-to-outdoor propagation: two of them dealt with empirical-statistical propagation modeling for system simulation, interference analysis and planning [9] , [10] , while a third one focused on site-specific prediction using a combination of a ray model and an indoor finite-difference prediction method [11] . A fourth study addressed semi-deterministic modeling for interference analysis in LTE femtocells [12] .
In addition to the above mentioned applications, indoor to outdoor propagation can also be important to assist fingerprinting localization techniques based on signals coming from both outdoor and indoor cell sites or access points, which can achieve good accuracy in dense urban areas where other localization techniques (e.g. GPS) fail [13] , [14] . In their classic implementation however, such applications require either extensive calibration measurements or, alternatively, fast and yet accurate site-specific propagation models to build the reference RF maps for a very large number of base station sites over vast domains encompassing indoor and outdoor areas. 3D Ray-based models or finite-difference methods, although accurate, are not compliant with such requirements due to the heavy computation involved. Multiwall models that take into account transmission through walls along the radial path, initially proposed in [15] then modified and improved even in more recent times [16] , [17] , although can achieve good performance in terms of both speed and accuracy, miss important propagation phenomena such as guiding effects between floors in large buildings or attenuation due to clutter [18] .
In the present work a fast and versatile field prediction model for both indoor and indoor-to-outdoor propagation that can adapt itself to different kinds of environment database formats -from simple clutter maps to 3D building mapsis presented. The model is based on an extended version of the Meaningful path-loss Formula (MF) presented in [18] . The MF model, although very simple, has been shown to take into account all major propagation processes and to provide a good accuracy tradeoff when the detailed map of the building is not available.
Here the MF model has been (a) modified to extend prediction to the urban area adjacent the considered building, and (b) combined with a Multi-Wall model that's automatically enabled whenever a digital building map is available. Due to (b) the new model is called Multi-Wall Meaningful Formula (MW-MF) in the rest of this paper.
The new MW-MF model is here validated vs. Ray Tracing (RT) and indoor measurements in the same environments considered in [18] , and the performance improvement achievable thanks to the knowledge of the internal building structure is assessed. Moreover, the model is shown to perform almost as well as RT in a reference environment, and this finding is briefly discussed in section III. Additionally, the MW-MF model is also tested in an indoor-to-outdoor case with good results.
The MW-MF model is thus shown to be a useful tool for fast and yet accurate field-strength prediction in indoor and near-indoor areas, with flexible interfacing with different real-world environment databases.
II. THE DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL
The MW-MF field prediction model described here is an evolution of the MF model presented in [18] . The rationale of the model is still based on taking into account the two major indoor propagation processes, i.e. guiding effects and obstruction due to walls or cluttering using a variable pathloss exponent α, and a specific-attenuation parameter β, respectively. In addition to that, the model has been modified to allow systematic prediction in the building where the transmitter is located (the Tx building in the following) and in the urban area around it, until a specified distance or maximum Path Loss (PL), and to self-adapt to the available building database formats.
More specifically, the 2 major changes described below have been introduced.
First of all the model has been generalized to take into account multiple indoor/outdoor transitions and extend prediction outside of the considered Tx building. In order to achieve that we introduced transition distances d i , transition losses L i and different values of α and β (α i , β i ), so that PL at distance d from the Tx can be expressed as:
The model still performs prediction along radials TxRx. Based on a ''building mask'' clutter-map indicating whether each pixel is indoor or outdoor, the model detects indoor/outdoor transitions based on pixel-value changes along the radial, adds a given average transition loss L i−1 at distance d i−1 and then varies parameters α i and β i depending on whether the i-th radial section is indoor or outdoor, as shown in Fig. 1 . Free-space parameter values are chosen for outdoor radial-sections (α = 2, β = 0), but a nonnull value for β can be considered to account for vegetation attenuation. Of course prediction must be limited to a small area around the Tx building, where the radial path with a few outdoor/indoor transitions is dominant. Since indoor cell sites and access points are anyway conceived to serve only indoor areas and minimize outdoor coverage spill-over, this limitation should not be an issue in practice.
Note that, since no obstacles are usually present in the first meters along the radial line and guiding effects (if any) also settle in after a given distance, the first transition d 0 simply corresponds to the transition between free space propagation (α = 2, β = 0) and propagation with the chosen parameter values (α 1 , β 1 ) for the considered building, and not to a physical indoor/outdoor transition, thus L 0 = 0.
In case the Tx and the Rx are on different floors, an additional vertical attenuation PL v is added to formula 1 with expression:
where d v and d v i−1 are distances projected along the vertical direction and β v 1 is the corresponding additional specific attenuation [dB/m] accounting for attenuation through floors. In particular β v 1 is equal to zero for outdoor sections, and is equal to the average floor attenuation divided by distance between floors for indoor sections.
The second major change with respect to the MF model consists in the ''blending'' of a multi-wall attenuation engine similar to [15] into the model: site-specific, average wall or floor penetration attenuations along each radial are taken into account and summed to PL expression (1) for each pixel when an indoor map for the Tx building is available. The MW-MF engine checks whether the indoor transmitter falls within the convex hull of an available building map. If so, radial-path intersections with walls and floors present in the map are searched and corresponding penetration losses taken VOLUME 5, 2017 into account. Consequently the specific attenuations β 1 and β v 1 for the Tx building are reduced (e.g. down to 0.1 [dB/m]) because they don't have to account for wall/floor attenuation anymore but only for clutter attenuation. For the time being, the ''multi-wall mode'' can only be activated in the Tx building, but extension to nearby buildings having an available map is straightforward. In this case, transition losses L i in (1) should be disabled, of course.
A general flow-chart of the algorithm explaining the flexible handling of the input format is shown in Fig. 2 . Typical values for α and β are the same as for the MF model when no building map is available, i.e. in ''building mask mode''. Reference values for transition losses L i can be found in the literature, where outdoor-to-indoor penetration has been widely studied [3] - [7] . Typically 7 dB for residential (wooden) buildings and glass-and-steel buildings and 10 dB for brick/concrete buildings should be used at UHF frequencies.
We would like to point out that transition losses as well as indoor wall attenuations must be set to average, empiricallydetermined values in order to take into account the effect of openings such as windows and doors and of multiple reflections inside different material layers on the overall transmission loss.
III. COMPARISON WITH RT IN AN IDEALIZED ENVIRONMENT
The large ideal environment representative of a shopping mall or airport wing considered in [18] is the first benchmark for assessing MW-MF performance in multi-wall mode, and also assessing the improvement margin over MF prediction already performed in [18] , which for a single building is equivalent to MW-MF prediction in building-mask mode. Validation vs. RT is carried out over the whole floor-plan of the building on a 2.5m step grid with 1539 Rx points, or ''pixels.'' As in [18] , the reference RT model is the full-3D model described in [19] , used with a maximum of 3 successive reflections, 21 through-wall transmissions, 1 diffraction and 1 diffuse scattering. Diffuse scattering is modeled through the Effective Roughness model [19] , using a single-lobe scattering pattern and S = 0.4. Dielectric parameters used in RT simulation are: (ε r = 5, σ = 0.002) for concrete external walls, (ε r = 5, σ = 1) for reinforced-concrete floor and ceiling, (ε r = 1.5, σ = 0.002) for gypsum-board partitioning walls, where ε r is the relative electric permittivity and σ is the conductivity [S/m]. Partitioning wall's parameters are chosen to generate a penetration loss of about 3 dB, as considered in [18] .
MW-MF prediction is performed using α = 1.2 (found to give best results in [18] ) while β is set to zero since wall attenuation is already taken into account by the multi-wall algorithm while cluttering is of course absent in this ideal case.
RT prediction, MW-MF prediction and the prediction error of the latter with respect to RT are shown in Figures 3, 4 and 5, respectively, for a Distributed Antenna System (DAS) configuration with two simultaneous transmitters (P t = 0 dBm, f = 1935 MHz) located at coordinates (170, 20) and (190, 20) with half-wavelength dipole antennas at all radio terminals. It is evident that MW-MF can predict wall obstructions and the corridor guiding effect almost as accurately as RT. The overall RMS error of MW-MF vs. RT is of 4.8 dB (mean error <E>= 0.6 dB, error standard deviation σ E = 4.7 dB). Such a figure is 5 dB lower than what found in [18] using the MF model, where RMS error was of 9.9 dB, but of course the MF model doesn't need a site-specific map of building walls.
While RT, being a full-wave model that computes the coherent sum of each ray's field at each pixel, can predict the multipath fading ripple, MW-MF can't, and therefore the error plot has ''speckles'' (Fig. 5) , which contribute to most of the RMS error mentioned above. In fact, the RMS error of MW-MF vs. incoherent-mode RT -i.e. summing ray-powers instead of ray fields, not shown here for brevity -is of only 2 dB! Incoherent RT however misses important propagation mechanisms such as guiding effects that MW-MF can take into account through proper calibration of parameter α. Moreover, since RT-predicted fast-fading cannot be pin-point accurate in real-world applications due to small inaccuracies in the exact position and characteristics of each wall, RT prediction is likely to achieve similar error figures as MW-MF prediction when compared to actual measurements, but at a much higher computational cost.
In fact, irrespective of the number of bounces taken into account, RT was found to have an irreducible error standard deviation floor of about 5 dB in [20] .
IV. PERFORMANCE IN REAL ENVIRONMENTS
The proposed MW-MF model has been validated vs. indoor measurements in the same two real environments considered in [18] . The first one is a typical office environment with gypsum-board dividing walls. The second environment is Villa Griffone, (Sasso Marconi, Italy), a 18th century mansion with thick, stone and brick walls where Guglielmo Marconi made his first radio telegraphy experiments. Detailed maps of the buildings and measurement routes can be found in [21] and [22] , respectively. In addition to Tx locations considered in [22] , some cases where Tx is 1 floor above the Rx are considered for Villa Griffone. Measurements have been done at 2 LTE frequencies (858 MHz and 1935 MHz), using omnidirectional antennas, an Agilent MXG Signal Generator, and an Agilent MXA signal analyzer. More details about the measurement set up can be found in [21] . Local averages over areas having a linear dimension of several wavelengths have been done at each Rx test point, in order to filter out the small-scale fading effects. The model's parameter α is always set to 2 except for corridors cases where α = 1.7 is used, exactly as in [18] , while a simple optimization was carried out to find the best β value for the different cases, as shown in Fig. 6 . The best-fit value β = 0.4 for the 858 MHz band is consistent with what found in [18] where it was slightly higher (β = 0.5) because it had to account for partitioning wall's losses too. The bestfit β value is surprisingly the same for the two environments, while it's slightly higher for the 1935 MHz band: given the increasing-with-frequency penetration loss of most materials, this seems a reasonable result.
Wall attenuation is supposed to be of 5.5 dB for the 34-cm thick dividing walls in Villa Griffone and 3 dB for gypsumboard partitions in the office building. Floor attenuation is set to a typical value of 8 dB. Such values where derived from literature survey.
In the office environment several links in the LTE 858 MHz band with different Tx locations and Rx routes are considered. Comparison between measured and predicted PL local averages for the different routes are shown in Fig. 7 . In Fig. 8 results are reported on a log-log scale and compared with the MF curve found in [18] : RMS error is a surprisingly low 2.74 dB for the MW-MF model vs. 5.2 dB for the MF model.
In the Villa Griffone environment several links in both the 858 MHz and the 1935 MHz LTE bands with different Tx locations on two different floors are considered. Results for the two frequency bands with terminals on the same floor are shown on a log-log scale in Fig's. 9 and 10 , respectively, where prediction results of the MF formula are also reported for reference.
Also here the MW-MF model shows a very good performance, with an RMS error of about 3-4 dB, 4 dB lower than with the MF model: the RMS error improvement obtainable by taking into account site-specific wall attenuation instead of considering a continuous specific attenuation (as in the MF model) is therefore confirmed to lie in the range 3 -5 dB.
Results with Tx one floor above the Rx routes are shown in Fig's. 11 and 12 , respectively. Even in this through-floor case, not considered in [18] , the model performs very well with an RMS error of 4.8 and 2.7 dB in the 858 MHz and 1935 MHz cases, respectively. Error statistics for the real environments are better than for the ideal shopping mall case: this is mostly due to the use of local-average measurements instead of punctual values.
The model has been validated vs. measurements also in indoor-to outdoor cases. It is not easy to find a proper environment for indoor-to-outdoor measurements because commonuse indoor transmitters (e.g. WiFi access points) are often not powerful enough for the signal to be received from the streets around the building -if not from a few isolated spots -while ad-hoc, higher power transmitters would require explicit authorization from the competent Authority. In this paper we show results for a public mobile radio system cell-site that's installed inside the lobby of a big office building on California street, in central San Francisco. Cell site antenna is an omnidirectional antenna, and radiated power is of 40 dBm. On the receiver side, a Rhode-Schwarz scanner was placed in a minivan connected to a PCTEL OP178H omnidirectional antenna with 3 dBi gain that was placed on the minivan top at about 1.8m height. Exact Rx locations along measurement routes were tracked using a combination of GPS, inertial devices and speedometer. Using the scanner, the Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) was recorded for the target broadcast control channels (BCCHs) as the minivan drove the streets around the cell site. Measurements yielded above-threshold RSSI values only along the two west-east streets next to the building complex.
Since no detailed map of the building was available, the MW-MF model was run in ''building mask'' mode using the same parameters used for the ideal shopping mall in [18] , i.e. α = 1.2, β = 0.2 [dB/m]. In addition, the indoor/outdoor transition loss was set to 7 dB since the building has mostly glass walls on the ground floor.
The original cell site location provided by the Cellular Carrier was a conventional location at the entrance of the complex on the north side of the block: using that location prediction error was very bad, with an RMS error of 26 dB. Moving the cell site in the center of the city block was enough to yield a very good RMS error of 4.6 dB (<E>= 0.1 dB, σ E = 4.5 dB) without any parameter optimization! The corresponding predicted RSSI map is shown in Fig. 13 . Computation time was of about 7 seconds on a single core of a 3.2 GHz Xeon CPU.
For reference, prediction error with respect to measurement local-averages is shown using color-scale dots over a satellite-view of the area in Fig. 14. There is a slight underestimation on the north side and a slight overestimation on the south side of the block, but overall prediction error is very low.
In Fig. 14 also the original Tx position provided by the carrier (red triangle) and the modified Tx position (in the building block centroid, white triangle) are shown.
V. CONCLUSIONS
An indoor and indoor-to-outdoor field prediction model has been developed on the base of the meaningful path-loss formula introduced in [18] . The model retains the formula's advantages, i.e. physical soundness and simplicity, while providing also indoor-to-outdoor prediction and the achievement of a higher level of accuracy whenever a detailed 3D map of the building is available. Such accuracy level is found to be similar to that of ray tracing, but at a small fraction of the computation time.
When field prediction for indoor base stations or access points is needed both inside and ''around'' the building, such as for interference assessments and for fingerprinting localization purposes, the model can deliver it with good accuracy, as long as the actual base station location information is reasonably accurate.
